Equipping Leaders
The swiftly shifting culture presents unique
opportunities for the Church to lead. The voice
of Christians in a dark world can bring light,
truth and compassion to a hurting world. The
Celebrate Life Toolkit brings resources and
strategies together to help build a culture of life
in our congregations and communities.
Every congregation and parish group is unique. The digital toolkit will provide a steady stream of various curated
resources. Rather than a “one size fits all” program, the toolbox will unfold over the next few months and will
contain a variety of materials and assets. Our goal is to equip leaders with a readily available collection of helpful
tools organized for various audiences.
What can I say today?
The June 2022 Supreme Court decision rocked the globe. In this
landmark decision, we took abortion out of the courts and into the
voting booth. Every State will now determine the future of abortion
led by the voice of the people. This is an emotional issue and we
should expect strong reactions. God’s people must be prepared to
speak the truth in love. Let’s not miss this opportunity to bring clarity
out of confusion and peace out of divisiveness. Consider this message
at your next assembly:
By now you’ve heard that our Supreme Court reversed the famous Roe v Wade abortion decision. It’s
important in this season to love one another. Our world needs compassionate care. Rather than trying to
win an argument, let’s work to win relationships. Listen with love to those with strong opinions. Pray for
those most impacted. Our local pregnancy center will need prayer, volunteers, and support. As
Christians, we are called to share the truth in love and bring compassion and care to anyone facing an
unplanned pregnancy or who has been through a past abortion. As a church, we are committed to
building a culture of life. Look for more to come on this important topic.

You have people in your pews who have suffered a past abortion. They need you. “But,” you may say, “I don’t
want to make anyone feel guilty.” They already do. And you have the lifeline of healing and reconciliation that
they desperately need. Try this message in your next list of announcements:
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The recent headlines and rhetoric surrounding the Supreme Court’s Roe v Wade decision may elicit a
spectrum of emotions from the millions of women who have suffered a past abortion. If that’s you, we
want you to know we stand with you offering compassion and empathy. Women's Choice
Network's Breathe After Abortion Care offers those impacted by the recent Court ruling a place to find
peace, inner healing, and restoration. Go to: breatheaftercare.com
There are young men and women in your congregation who are currently considering abortion. 40% of post
abortive women report that they were regularly attending church when they got their abortion. Frequently
remind your congregation that you are there for them.
If you are experiencing an unexpected pregnancy, we are here for you. Your situation will be kept in
confidence. You are not alone. We’re here for you 24/7.
Now What? What resources will be included in the digital Toolkit?
Your Celebrate Life Digital Toolkit will Include:
•
•
•
•

Reflections and Resources
Prayer Concerns and Intentions.
Scripture passages to focus on God’s Word.
Compassionate responses to those suffering a past abortion and Post Abortion Care Resources

You and the leaders in your church will find targeted resources and media to incorporate into your existing
programming that we hope will be helpful as you discuss:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

What happened with the Supreme Court and abortion?
How to create a safe space in your church for those facing unplanned pregnancy.
How to speak the truth in love when discussing abortion, sexual sin, gender confusion, etc.
Ways to encourage teens to make healthy (and Biblical) sexual choices.
How to inspire younger children to value life.
Ways to inspire and build a culture of life within your small groups.
Ways to provide local mission and volunteer opportunities.

Consider This Example. Our Top Recommendation.Courageously Pro-Life Curriculum is a
twelve week journey that uses core Scriptures, history, and anecdotes to inform,
inspire and equip small groups to lead courageously. This study contains 88
individual resources and 144 endnotes referencing peer reviewed studies, books
from all perspectives, and historical works to guide you through topics such as:
•
•
•
•

The Sanctity of Human Life
Abortion
Eugenics
Euthanasia
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•
•
•
•

Apologetics
Choosing Life in Tough Circumstances
Teaching Our Children & Teens
Personal & Community Application

Consider reviewing this resource: https://www.sarahmbowen.com/courageously-pro-life-curriculum
Getting Started
Many resources come across your desk. Most will strike you as a “great idea!” At WCN, we believe that every
resource in our kit is a great idea. But realistically, you’ll only implement a few. Which ones will make the biggest
impact? Since no two churches are identical, let’s first answer the questions of “what, who, and how.”
•
•
•

What’s the mission? In other words, what are the outcomes you desire? Where do you want to see
growth? What are the key audiences in your church and what do they need from you?
Who are the leaders who will impact those audiences and implement programs? (Make sure those
leaders have access to the toolkit.)
How will the needs be met? What tools or strategies will fit the need?

We invite you to download a worksheet that builds a grid to help focus on what, who and how you’ll impact
your church. The sample grid below helps to focus on the various audiences, leaders and strategies. Add in the
resources as you learn more about the tools in the toolkit. You may want to add a timeframe and calendar to
these strategies to assure that you get past the “great idea!” stage. Here’s a sample of the “Getting Started
Worksheet”. Find a blank worksheet at the end of section 1.
What are the various

What are the needs

audiences to reach?

of that audience?

Youth/Teens

Healthy relationships,

Who are the

What strategies and

leaders impacting

resources in the Toolkit

those audiences?

match the needs?

Youth Leader

REAL Talk Video curriculum

Pastor, Deacons

WCN Medical Clinics, Walking

clarity
Women facing unplanned

Compassionate help

pregnancies
Small Groups/Discipleship

with Women In Need Program
Understand the Sanctity

Head of small group

Courageously Pro-Life Small

of Human Life ethic

and discipleship

Group Curriculum

Care Ministry for post

Hope, healing, restoration,

Pastoral Care team

Breathe: After Abortion Care

abortion women and men

reconciliation

Formation in early education

Biblical understanding of

Head of Sunday School

Colton and the Big White Cake,

God’s design in simple

education

Horton Hears a Who

Mission and volunteer

Women’s Ministry

Tea and Tour events at The

experiences

Leader

Nest and North Side Medical

group and video

language
Women’s Groups

Clinic
People in the pews

Clarity and insight on the

Pastor and Teaching

Saving Truth and Love Thy

issues we face

Pastor

Body books
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’

:

The Dobbs case: Talking Points and Prayerful Response
We are watching history unfold.
•

•
•

The Supreme Court of the United States (SCOTUS) has released its
opinion on the much-anticipated Dobbs case. The Court heard the
Dobbs v Jackson Women’s Health Organization in December of
2021. The Court ruled that State of Mississippi’s pre-viability
prohibitions on elective abortions are constitutional thereby
returning the right to protect life to each individual State.
Just as the leak in May of 2022 indicated, this decision of the Court
will overturn Roe v Wade, one of the most controversial and
divisive decisions in the Court’s history.
Roe v Wade, decided in 1973, essentially legalized abortion on
demand in all 50 States superseding a state’s right to determine
whether or not to protect life before birth or before viability. Since
Roe, over 62 million abortions have occurred in the US. Over 32,000 abortions are performed in
Pennsylvania each year or nearly 88 abortions in our State every single day.

We should celebrate.
Welcome to the first “post-Roe” generation! This decision is certainly cause for celebration for anyone who
respects the sanctity of human life. Pray and give thanks! We are witnessing history in the making. We
celebrate because the decision allows for the conscience of the people to speak and act to determine if and
how abortion on demand may continue. Now our work begins.
We should expect strong reactions.
•

Take time to pray for our culture. Tensions will be accelerated and exacerbated by the decision. Protests
and actions by both sides will be expected.
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•
•
•

Women will be confused, angry, and even panicked about their options.
Many will be angry. For Americans under 40, abortion has always been “a given.” Many have defined
abortion as a “right” and have even relied on abortion as a back up birth control method. Anger, fear,
even panic are natural reactions.
Media will demonize the decision. We should expect emotional opposition and exaggerated claims of
the decision’s hardship to women.

What will change?
•
•
•
•

For a short season, nothing will change in Pennsylvania. Because of the current PA laws allowing
abortion to 24 weeks, abortions, sadly, will continue uninterrupted.
Overturning Roe means that each State will determine its own abortion laws and restrictions. Many
States will work to protect the unborn, and many others will open the doors for unrestricted abortion.
Women’s Choice Network will be open and may be busier than ever. Women will continue to need
medical services and the network of caring people to assist with resources, finances, etc.
The abortion pill will become the method of choice. No longer needing a clinic or a doctor to facilitate,
those seeking abortion will no doubt be supplied with online pills and telehealth abortions.

How do we respond?
•

•
•
•

Love one another. Rather than taking a victory lap or spiking the football, let’s remember that many will
be angry and confused. Our world needs compassionate care. Rather than trying to win an argument,
let’s work to win relationships. Listen with love to those who may debate the decision. Gently share the
truth in love.
• Pray for those most impacted. Unplanned
pregnancies will continue. Women’s Choice Network Centers
need prayer, volunteers, and support. Facilitate ways to
provide practical services for single mothers like babysitting,
yard work, car repair, etc.
• Be aware that post abortion women and men are in
your pews. Provide safe and positive opportunities to find
healing, restoration, and freedom. Consider promoting our
Breathe After Abortion Care programs to demonstrate your
compassion toward those who have suffered a past
abortion.
We must continue to support pro-life work. As Christians, we are called to share the truth in love and
bring compassionate care to those facing unplanned pregnancy that is grounded in God’s Word.
Together, we can work to build a unified voice on behalf of the unborn. take our values to the public
square, be salt and light to a darkened culture.
Stay vigilant and stay tuned as the battle for life continues.

What does this mean for your Church?
This is a defining moment for Christianity. Many will applaud the SCOTUS decision and work hard to
assure that the unborn will be protected. Many will want to help women and men facing an unexpected
pregnancy and provide them with all they will need to support a healthy pregnancy, a growing family, or
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an adoption decision. However, some within the Church may debate the decision and contend that
abortion should be a woman’s choice. Heated and divisive conversations may happen. Some may even
leave the Church. Listen with love to those who may debate the decision. Gently share the truth in love.
As people of faith, we can bring clarity and compassion to a confusing and seemingly complex issues.
What happens now?
Our Pennsylvania State Supreme Court may soon rule on a pending case that would codify abortion as a
“right” in the PA Constitution. Among other implications, this ruling could force taxpayer funding to pay
for abortions. It could also loosen common sense restrictions currently in place that protect women,
such as a 24-hour waiting period, informed consent, facility health requirements, etc. As Pennsylvanians,
we will have opportunities to address elected officials and protect unborn lives. We should remain
vigilant. We may have to vote on a ballot referendum to keep abortion out of the PA Constitution. This
referendum would appear on the ballot in 2023 and allows everyone to have their voice heard. More to
come in a later edition of the Celebrate Life Toolkit. For now,
• Plan to set aside time to pray for our elected officials
• Plan to inform your parish about opportunities to participate in elections
• Open up your doors to speakers and programs that bring Biblical light to these important family
issues
Start Here
Courageously Pro-Life Curriculum is a twelve week journey that uses core Scriptures, history, and
anecdotes to inform, inspire and equip small groups to lead courageously. This study contains 88 individual
resources and 144 endnotes referencing peer reviewed studies, books from all perspectives, and historical
works to guide you through topics such as:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The Sanctity of Human Life
Abortion
Eugenics
Euthanasia
Apologetics
Choosing Life in Tough Circumstances
Teaching Our Children & Teens
Personal & Community Application

Consider reviewing this resource:
https://www.sarahmbowen.com/courageously-pro-life-curriculum

Look for more tools for your toolkit at mypregnancycenter.org
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:

We are not called to win an argument; we are called to make disciples.

The abortion debate has never been more public or more confusing. The daily political decisions and pundit
arguments are divisive, emotional, and sometimes completely irrational. How do we respond? I recently spoke
with a pastor who asked for a “primer” addressing every debate point--the life of the mother, rape and incest,
unwanted children, back-alley abortions, it’s a woman’s body, and all the rest. After over 30 years in this
ministry, it would have been an easy request. But remember, as Christians we are not called to win an argument;
we’re called to make disciples. Before we chase after the data, talking points, and true stories, we must first
provide a foundation. When the foundation of Truth is poured and set, it will be easy to build upon with the
facts and evidence.
The enduring Word of God must remain our plumb line regardless of the cultural shift.

I am convinced that all who follow Christ and follow Scripture should be able and energized to unite around the
Imago Dei as that foundation. The enduring Word of God must remain our plumb line regardless of the cultural
shift. “So God created mankind in his own image, in the image of God he created them; male and female he
created them,” says Genesis 1:27. As humans, we are all created in the image of God. And from Psalm 8:4-6,
“What is mankind that you are mindful of them, human beings that you care for them? You have made them a
little lower than the angels and crowned them with glory and honor. You made them rulers over the works of
your hands; you put everything under their feet.” Think of it--we are all infinitely valuable people who bear God's
very image. As CS Lewis put it, There are no ordinary people. You have never talked to a mere mortal.
Each time an unborn life is taken, our creator God is mocked.

His Word repeatedly confirms that He forms us in the womb. “Before I
formed you in the womb I knew you, before you were born I set you
apart; I appointed you as a prophet to the nations,” says God to the
prophet Jeremiah. Every human life from the moment of conception is
someone God loves and someone for whom Christ has died. Science
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echoes that at conception a new, unique, non-repeatable life is created. The Incarnation itself is a powerful
reminder. Jesus, our pioneer and perfecter, took on flesh at the moment of conception. John the Baptist leaped
with joy as he recognized our Lord while both were tiny unborn people! (Luke 1:41)
Our pro-life ethic is not then a mere political stand or current "issue" to settle. It emerges from our reverence
for our creator God. The Imago Dei foundation informs every human struggle from hunger to homelessness,
from trafficking to racism, from gender confusion to genocide. If we honor and value life in the womb, we honor
it at every stage. When we diminish the value of the unborn, we diminish its value at every stage of life.
Each time an unborn life is taken, our creator God is mocked. No wonder Satan’s forces are working overtime to
retain “abortion rights.” When we allow abortion to flourish unanswered, we mar His very Image. And when you
stand up to rescue young women from abortion and defend unborn lives, you are boldly defending the Imago
Dei.
Prayerfully commit to provide your congregation with a firm foundation that is informed by God’s Word and
rooted in compassion and clarity. Consider taking one full year to invest in unpacking the Imago Dei and all of its
implications. Point resources to your church’s various audiences and settings. This is not a "once and done"
announcement or video blurb. It is a systematic return to a Genesis view of our purpose, unique position, and
place of sovereignty in God's economy. A list of apologetics will come in handy too. We need never be afraid of
the slogans and emotion. Truth is on our side. But remember again that it is better to build a relationship than to
win an argument. Our goal is to make disciples.
I hope you find encouragement, confidence, and comfort in our Celebrate Life Toolkit. In case you missed it, The
Celebrate Life Toolkit Intro and Part One are here. This is a digital tool and will be ongoing. You'll notice that we
have put a priority on selecting the right resources for the right audience. We must start with the youngest in
the congregation and offer resources for every age. See the following page for four resources to get you started.
Look for Part 3 coming soon.
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The Dignity of Life. This video from Focus on the Family is a
great summary of how the Imago Dei ethic impacts every human
condition. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3ZDyuel4cck

For your youngest parishioners. Tell the story of marriage to
preschoolers with Colton and the Big White Cake. Written so that our single
mothers could communicate the value of marriage, this lovely book tells how
God makes a family. Colton and the Big White Cake is by Amy Scheuring and
available on Amazon, Barnes and Noble or at this website:
https://bigwhitecake.com/

is

For small groups, we highly
recommend, the Courageously Pro-Life curriculum.
https://www.sarahmbowen.com/courageously-pro-life-curriculum

Catholic Parishes will love
Walking With Moms in Need curriculum. The best
new resource is now available at:
https://www.walkingwithmoms.com/
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Please binge watch our client videos on our webpage under the "Our Programs" tab.
https://mypregnancycenter.org/our-programs/ These show how ordinary people in the church can make a
forever impact inside our centers.

Women’s Choice Network
www.mypregnancycenter.org
amys@womenschoicenetwork.com
724-9235-0130

Thursday, September 15, 2022 Women’s choice Network Banquet
Monday, September 19, 2022 PA March For Life in Harrisburg
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